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Abstract Interactive horizontal surfaces provide large
semi-public or public displays for co-located collaboration. In many cases users want to show, discuss, and
copy personal information or media, which are typically
stored on their mobile phones, on such a surface. This
paper presents three novel direct interaction techniques
(Select&Place2Share, Select&Touch2Share, and Shield&Share) that allow users to select in private which information they want to share on the surface. All techniques are based on physical contact between mobile
phone and surface. Users touch the surface with their
phone or place it on the surface to determine the location for information or media to be shared. We compared these three techniques with the most frequently
reported approach that immediately shows all media
files on the table after placing the phone on a shared
surface. The results of our user study show that such
privacy preserving techniques are considered as crucial
in this context and highlight in particular the advantages of Select&Place2Share and Select&Touch2Share
in terms of user preferences, task load, and task completion time.
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1 Introduction
Interactive horizontal surfaces enjoy increasing popularity for all kinds of usages such as sharing and viewing of media, planning trips, browsing, or gaming. The
constant increase in terms of technical features and
the decrease of the price for such surfaces will lead
to their pervasive usage for example at home, in offices, in hotels, in lounges, or in public buildings such as
schools, universities, or libraries within the next decade.
Their large size and multi-touch capabilities support in
particular co-located collaborative interactions (e.g., [8,
21]). However, this also raises various privacy related
questions when considering the information that could
be displayed or stored on them. In contrast to mobile
phones, interactive surfaces are public or semi-public
devices and anyone nearby can see what is displayed.
The use of interactive surfaces for displaying, discussing and sharing private media (e.g., pictures) or
information stored on the user’s mobile phone (e.g.,
contacts, address information, or documents) is a frequently discussed scenario [12, 13, 19, 23]. Here, a mobile
phone needs to first establish a connection to the interactive surface and then, for instance, all pictures stored
on the device [12, 23] or a thumbnail view of the pictures [13] can directly be shown at the table. Another
possibility is that the user remotely selects information
in private on the mobile phone before it is shown on the
surface [2].
It is likely that most users store information on their
mobile devices that they do not wish to show or share
with others. This depends on the location in which the
interactive surface is placed, the current situation, the
relationship to the bystanders and the information to be
shared. This might range from settings at home where
one wants to share holiday pictures with close family
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gained from a comparative user study. The results indicate that users highly appreciate interaction techniques
that support protecting their privacy. Further, users
prefer interaction techniques that allow them to specify
which items to share while the phone is held in the their
hand.
(a)

(b)

2 Related Work

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1 Interaction techniques for privacy preserving sharing
of data on interactive surfaces. a) Select&Place2Share. b) Select&Touch2Share. c) and d) Shield&Share.

members to public settings in a hotel lobby where one
wants to share only pictures of recently visited sights.
Therefore, as users decide depending on the current
context which data are appropriate for sharing with the
current audience, e↵ective means are required for selecting which data is to be shared. In particular, smart
phones and their camera feature allow users to create
large numbers of photos in diverse contexts. Interaction
techniques are required that allow users to select from a
large number of photos what they wish to share within
a specific context. To address this, we designed and developed Select&Place2Share and Select&Touch2Share.
Both techniques enable pre-selection of information on
the mobile phone before showing it on the table (initiated by touching or placing the phone on the table
as shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(b)). In the third technique, Shield&Share, the user touches the surface with
the side-edge of the phone so that the phone is placed
like a viewing shield (see Figure 1(c) and 1(c)). On
the phone’s screen, the user can see a high-resolution
preview of the selected file. At the same time, on the
area right in front of the mobile phone facing the user,
thumbnail views with navigation controls are displayed.
For sharing a photo, the user simply drags the corresponding thumbnail from the menu bar at the bottom
of the phone onto the public surface area. There, the
photo is displayed visible for everyone around the surface.
The main contributions of this work are the three
novel interaction techniques Select&Touch2Share, Select&Place2Share, and Shield&Share that were influenced by previous work in this area, and the results

The research related to our work can be classified into
four categories: (1) integration of personal devices (e.g.,
mobile phones) and shared displays (e.g., interactive
surfaces and public displays), (2) extending and augmenting displays through connecting multiple devices,
(3) privacy issues that arise from using personal devices
in collaborative settings, and (4) direct touch interactions of mobile phones on interactive surfaces.
Integrating personal and shared devices. Allowing users
to interact in a seamless way with their personal mobile
devices and large shared displays has been studied in
a wide range of works [1]. The main advantage is that
accessing and displaying data (that are stored on the
personal device) on large displays facilitates co-located
collaboration of multiple users. Interaction with large
displays could be direct (e.g., touching the display with
the mobile phone) or indirect (e.g., using the mobile
phone as a remote control). An example for indirect
interactions is the work by Greenberg et al. who addressed the challenge how users can easily switch between individual work on their personal devices and
share data on a public display [4]. Another example
that falls in this category is the Pebbles system which
supports interaction across several devices such as personal digital assistants (PDA) and public displays [14].
Chehimi and Rukzio presented an approach for sharing personal data on interactive surfaces where data
is transmitted from the personal mobile phone to user
proxies on the interactive surface [2].
One of the first examples for direct interactions in
this context is hyperdragging, which allows users transmitting data from one device to another [16]. Using
BlueTable, users connect their mobile phones and a
shared interactive surface by placing them on the surface [23]. Furthermore it was demonstrated how data
such as photos stored on the phone can be presented
on the surface: once the phone is placed on the surface,
the photos get ’spilled’ out on the surface. A similar
approach is presented by the Microsoft Mobile Connect
Sample Application [13]: once a mobile phone is connected to the surface, the photos stored on the phone
become accessible on the surface through an album widget. It allows users to browse through the photos. How-
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ever, spilling out all photos from a mobile phone onto
the surface or making them accessible through a photo
browser on the surface can result in unintended revealing of private photos. In addition, the initial transfer of
all photos can result in significant waiting times for the
user.
Extending and augmenting displays. Hinkley et al. presented stitching, a technique for combining multiple displays [7]. This technique allows users to place their
tablet computers next to each other on an interactive
surface and perform gestures across the device boundaries. The concept of Shield&Share is related to stitching as it also allows users to connect two independent
devices resulting in an augmented display with a combined user interface. Shield&Share makes a significant
contribution as it addresses privacy aspects when combining personal and public devices. The concept of expanding user interfaces across multiple displays also
found application in multi-screen mobile phones (e.g.,
[10]). Expanding the user interface dynamically is also
possible through Shield&Share as users use their mobile
phone and connect it to an interactive surface.
Privacy and sharing personal data on public displays.
Users interacting on shared surfaces face challenges regarding privacy issues. Wu and Balakrishnan introduce
the usage of the non-dominant hand to shield information displayed on the table from others while using the
dominant hand to perform interactions in the shielded
area [24]. Kim et al. showed that shielding a small area
on the surface from the view of other users supports entering private information such as personal identification numbers [9]. Another privacy relevant issue arises
from combining personal mobile phones of users with
shared displays as users store large amounts of data
on their personal devices [20]. Therefore, users should
be in control of what data are shared. Shoemaker and
Inkpen addressed the challenge of displaying private information within the context of a shared display by
making certain information only visible to users with
the corresponding access rights [22]. This approach requires users to wear shutter glasses that are connected
to the display which allows displaying an individual
view to each user. In contrast, Shield&Share does not
require users to use additional hardware but their mobile phones. With Ubitable, Shen et al. presented a system that allowed users to share and exchange data on
an interactive surface [21]. Users could decide on a personal device (a laptop computer) which data should be
transferred to the surface. The data appeared first in
the private area on the surface, which could only be
accessed by the user itself. Thus, the user is in control
of what information is disclosed at all times.

3

Direct touch interaction techniques. Shield&Share, Select&Touch2Share, and Select&Place2Share are based
on users touching an interactive surface with their mobile phones. This has the advantage that the user can
specify through a direct touch where some data should
be placed or what data should be selected. Through
this it is possible to define which data should be copied
from which device to which other device by means of
only one interaction. This simple task requires many
steps using other technologies like Bluetooth [19]. The
concept of direct touch interactions of one device with
a public display was first shown by Rekimoto who presented Pick-and-Drop, an interaction technique that allows the user to directly pick up objects from one device
and drop them on another device by touching objects
directly with a pen [15]. Schmidt et al. demonstrated
with their PhoneTouch system that this approach can
also be applied to mobile phones and interactive surfaces, allowing to transmit data from the mobile phone
to the surface and vice versa [17].
3 Data Sharing Concepts
Two aspects are of particular relevance when designing privacy respecting interaction techniques for sharing data between mobile phones and interactive surfaces. First, the ability for users to select ad-hoc what
data to share is crucial. In particular, it may not be
sufficient to priori classify data as public versus private
since the changing usage context determines what is
considered sensitive and worth protecting. Second, it is
important to consider the phone’s location during the
sharing process; it can remain in the user’s hand or may
be placed on the interactive surface. Which interaction
techniques users prefer and how well they support users
to protect their privacy are open questions and need to
be investigated. Therefore, we evaluated these interaction techniques in a comparative study.
In the following, we first discuss a technique commonly found in the literature to serve as baseline for our
comparison. We then introduce three new direct touch
interaction techniques that enable novel ways of sharing
data stored on mobile phones on interactive surfaces.
3.0.1 Place2Share
The baseline interaction technique, Place2Share, builds
on the BlueTable concept [23] and has been adopted
by others (e.g., [12]). Place2Share consists of only one
step: users place their mobile phones on the interactive
surface. As soon as this event is detected by the system,
all data (e.g., images) stored on the mobile phone are
transmitted to the surface. There, the data is displayed
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Place2Share allows users to share all their data stored
on the phone (a) by placing it on a surface. As the phone is
placed, the data is transmitted to the surface and displayed
around the phone (b).

This interaction technique protects the users’ privacy as they have to explicitly define what data is going to be shared. The selection is made while the phone
remains in the hand of the user. Thus, others cannot
observe what is selected and it is not possible to assess
how much data is stored on the user’s phone. The phone
is then placed on the surface which allows two-handed
interactions on the surface.

3.0.3 Select&Touch2Share
around the mobile phone (see Figure 2(a)). Now the
user can select items to interact with through touchbased interaction. In the opposite direction, users can
transfer data from the surface to the phone by dragging
a picture very close to the phone.
Place2Share does not allow for selecting data that
are intended to be shared. Therefore, the interaction
is very straightforward. Users, however, cannot protect
the privacy of their data as the photos are instantly
shown on the surface. Initially, the phone is held in the
hand and then placed on the surface. This allows for
touch-based interaction with two hands on the surface.
3.0.2 Select&Place2Share
Select&Place2Share is a modified version of the Place2Share interaction technique. The user can make a selection of data items to be shared on the surface beforehand. The selection is made on the phone by marking items as public through touching them (see Figure
3(a)). Touching marked items again changes the state
back to private. When the user places the mobile phone
on the surface the items that are contained in the public folder are transmitted to the surface and displayed
around the phone (see Figure 3(b)). In the opposite direction, the user can transfer data from the surface to
the phone by dragging a picture very close to the phone.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Select&Place2Share allows users to select items that
are intended for sharing (a). Then users place their phone on
the surface and selected items are displayed around the phone
(b).

The interaction technique Select&Touch2Share is based
on direct touch interactions between the mobile phone
and the interactive surface previously reported (e.g.,
[15, 17, 19]). In order to apply this interaction technique,
the user first makes a selection of data on the mobile
phone (see Figure 4(a)); then the user performs a touch
with the phone on the interactive surface (see Figure
4(b)). As this event occurs, the selected data is transferred to the surface and displayed around the touch
location (see Figure 4). For transferring data back from
the interactive surface to the phone, users touch the
corresponding item on the surface with the phone.
Similar to Select&Place2Share, the selection of data
that are intended for sharing is done through marking
items as public by touching them on the phone screen
beforehand. As a result, the selection can be made in
private without risking to disclose any private data. In
contrast to the previous techniques, the phone remains
in the hand of the user throughout the whole interaction
process. As a consequence, users can interact only using
one hand with the surface while the other one holding
the phone is occupied. Yet, the phone remaining in the
hand of the user additionally supports the protection
of the user’s data as the phone cannot be viewed or
accessed by others.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Select&Touch2Share allows users to make a selection
of items that are intended for sharing (a). Then they touch
the surface with their phone and selected items are displayed
around the phone (a).
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3.0.4 Shield&Share

4 System Implementation

The fourth interaction technique Shield&Share was inspired by previous work [24, 18] and allows the user to
share data on an interactive surface while the phone is
placed like a viewing shield (see Figure 5). The concept
of shielding private information with the non-dominant
hand is well-known and used in many other areas such
as typing in a code when interacting with an ATM.
As the user places the phone on the surface, a menu
bar appears at the bottom of the phone, containing
small thumbnails representing data items. The phone
itself prevents other users from seeing details of the
thumbnails behind the phone. When the user touches a
thumbnail in the menu bar displayed on the interactive
surface, a detailed preview of the data is displayed on
the phone’s screen. In case of photos, a high-resolution
preview is displayed. For sharing data with others, the
user drags the corresponding thumbnail out of the menu
bar onto the public surface area. For transferring data
from the surface to the phone, the user drags items
from the surface into the menu bar displayed on the
interactive surface at the bottom of the mobile phone.
Browsing through the data and selecting an item
takes place while the phone remains in the hand of the
user, but is connected with the surface at the same time.
The user’s privacy is protected as only data items explicitly dragged onto the surface are shown to others.
Of course, depending on the location of bystanders, the
phone might shield only parts of the menu bar. Therefore the thumbnails need to be rendered in a low resolution in order to additionally prevent others from seeing
details of private data.

We implemented the discussed interaction techniques
within a sharing application that allows users to view
and exchange photos. As interactive surface, we used
a system based on frustrated total internal reflection
(FTIR) [5]. The interactive surface has a resolution of
1280 ⇥ 800 px and is operated through a computer running Windows 7 (64 bit). The graphical user interface
on the surface is implemented using the Microsoft Surface 2.0 SDK. We used a HTC HD7 smartphone, running the Windows Phone 7 (WP7) operating system.
We applied a client-server model, whereas phones and
the surface applications were connected to a surfaceserver managing communication and data transfer (via
TCP) between connected clients and detection of direct touch events. When the phone client is started, the
connection to the surface server is automatically established and remains until the user exits the phone application. The hardware ID of the phone allows the system
to distinguish between connected phones which enables
multiple users to use the system simultaneously. For direct touch interaction between mobile phone and interactive surface, a time correlation-based touch detection
was applied [17]. The mobile phone’s microphone and
accelerometer are used for detecting the bump event
that occurs when touching the interactive surface. On
the surface-side, visual blobs are detected. Both send
detected events to the surface server for inspection.
When the time di↵erence between these events remains
below a defined threshold, a successful phone touch was
detected and the system knows where the surface has
been touched by which mobile phone and corresponding
images are transferred to this location. Images transferred from the mobile phone to the surface application
remain there after the connection of the phone to the
surface server is closed. Alternative options are removing them automatically after the connection is closed
or allowing users to explicitly leave behind selected images.
Each interaction technique makes specific demands
for the implementation of the photo sharing application. In the following, we illustrate the specific aspects
for each of the implemented techniques.

(a)

(b)

4.0.5 Implementation of Place2Share
(c)

(d)

Fig. 5 Shield&Share requires users to place their phone on
the surface like a viewing shield ((a) and (b)). For sharing
data, the user drags the item out of the bar onto the surface
((c) and (d)).

The first, baseline concept requires users to place their
mobile phone on the surface (see Figure 6). Before doing
so, the user touches the surface with the phone. As
the phone touch is detected, a proxy appears on the
surface that is associated with the mobile phone. Then,
the user places the phone on this proxy. The phone’s
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6 Place2Share allows the user to place the phone on the
surface. Once the phone is lying on the surface, all photos are
copied from the phone to the surface.

accelerometer sensor is used for detecting that it has
been placed on the surface (the values of the z-axis have
to reach a specific threshold and remain above this value
for a defined period). Then all photos are sent to and
displayed on the surface around the phone.
We selected this approach as base line as it appears
in the literature and in demo applications for interactive surfaces (e.g., [11, 23]). With Place2Share, users can
transfer photos from the surface to their phones. This
can be achieved by dragging photos on the surface close
to the phone (see Figure 7). When the photo is downloaded, the phone displays the folder containing incoming photos. When photos are transferred to the phone,
the folder Incoming Photos is displayed including the
new photos.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8 Using Select&Place2Share, the user first marks photos as public. These can be reviewed using the Public Folder.
When the phone is placed on the surface, only public photos
transferred to the surface.

4.0.7 Implementation of Select&Touch2Share
The implementation of Select&Touch2Share also allows
the user to specify which photos should be shared. Similar to Select&Place2Share, users touch the tiles representing the photos they wish to share (see Figure 9).
Once finished with the selection, they touch the surface
with the phone to start transmitting the photos to the
surface.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Select&Touch2Share allows users to first select a number of photos (a). When they touch the surface with their
phone, the photos displayed around the touch location on
the surface (b).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Users can transmit data from the surface to their
mobile by dragging items close to the phone (a). Added files
are stored in an incoming folder (b).

4.0.6 Implementation of Select&Place2Share
The concept of Select&Place2Share allows the user to
select the photos to be shared before the phone is placed
on the interactive surface. Therefore, the implementation o↵ers an interface to mark photos as public (see
Figure 8). References to these photos are displayed in
the Public Folder. The user can deselect images that
are not intended for sharing anymore. For placing the
phone on the surface, the user performs a phone touch
to create a proxy and places the phone on the latter.
Transferring photos back from the surface to the phone
works in the same way as with Place2Share illustrated
previously.

The user can place photos at a specific location on
the surface as they are displayed around the location
where the phone touched the surface. The user can upload photos from the surface to the phone by touching
the desired photos displayed on the surface with the
phone.
4.0.8 Implementation of Shield&Share
In order to make use of Shield&Share, the user first
needs to pair the mobile phone with the interactive surface. To do so, the user touches the surface with one
corner of the phone; then the user rotates the phone
towards the surface until its side fully touches the surface (see Figure 10). This sequence of steps was chosen
as the shape of the edge of the phone could not be detected in a reliable way by the surface. The main reason
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(1)

(2)

Fig. 10 To start the Shield&Share interaction, first, the user
has to touch the surface with the corner of the mobile phone.
Then the phone is moved down on the surface so that the
edge touches the surface.

is that buttons placed on the edge of the phone touch
the surface in di↵erent ways depending on the angle of
phone.
When the physical connection between phone and
surface is successfully detected, the menu bar interface
is displayed at the bottom of the phone on the surface. In our implementation, the orientation where the
menu bar is displayed is determined based on the shortest distance to the edge of the surface screen. That is,
the interface is displayed on the side of the phone that
points towards the nearest surface border.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 11 Shield&Share is initiated by touching the interactive
surface with a corner of the phone. When the phone edge is
touching the surface, the interface is displayed. Touching a
thumbnail in the menu bar will start a preview on the phones
display.

Fig. 12 Shield&Share and how well it protects the user’s
privacy is depending on the angle and the height of view.
This image series shows the use of Shield&Share from two
di↵erent heights and viewing angles.

from three di↵erent viewing angles: from a height of
160 cm and from a height of 190 cm. It appears that
only in one case the phone is capable of shielding the
menu bar completely from the observers view. Users can
share photos by dragging a thumbnail out of the menu
bar onto the surface. Vice versa, photos from the surface can be added to the phone by dragging them over
the menu bar and dropping them there (see Figure 13).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13 Adding a photo from the surface to the mobile phone
using the interaction technique Shield&Share.

5 Comparative Study
Figure 11 shows how to set up the menu bar interface of Shield&Share. The menu bar displays two rows
of photo thumbnails with a low resolution (50 ⇥ 50 px
per thumbnail). In addition, the menu bar contains two
buttons on each side. One button is for switching to the
next photo album, the other for selecting the next subset of photos from the current album. When the user
touches a thumbnail, a high-resolution preview of the
photo is displayed on the phone screen.
The size of the menu bar (225 ⇥ 133 px, which corresponds to 17.5 ⇥ 10.3 cm) was chosen to be large
enough to contain at least six photo thumbnails. Due
to the relatively low resolution of the interactive surface
(1280 ⇥ 800 px) the thumbnails could not be smaller.
Figure 12 shows the implementation of Shield&Share

We designed and conducted a user study in order to
compare the three discussed privacy preserving interaction techniques (Select&Place2Share, Select&Touch2Share, and Shield&Share) and to gain in-depth insights in how users experience them. The interaction
technique Place2Share served as baseline as it does not
support users to protect their privacy. In particular, the
evaluation aims for providing insights about the e↵ectiveness of support for privacy respecting data sharing,
user acceptance, and usability aspects. We also looked
at aspects such as perceived e↵ort or task completion
time to investigate potential e↵ects of the new privacy
preserving interaction techniques on the overall interaction task. We did not include a phone only option
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as a further comparative system as an interactive surface supports e↵ective and efficient co-located collaboration and as phone based solutions su↵er from the
small screens designed for a single user.
We decided to evaluate the interaction techniques
in the context of a photo sharing situation where the
participants would share specific photos with another
person. We selected this context as people understand
easily in what ways photos can be regarded as private
or sensitive.
5.1 Study Procedure
The participants took part individually. The study was
organized in three phases. (1) The participants filled out
a questionnaire regarding their general experience and
usage of mobile phones and their photo sharing behavior. (2) They performed a series of practical tasks with
all four interaction techniques preceded with a training
phase. We used a within-subjects design so that each
participant evaluated each interaction technique. The
order in which the interaction techniques were selected
was counterbalanced using Latin square. The order of
the tasks was randomized. No time was required for
transmitting the images between surface and phone in
the study as they were already stored on those devices
beforehand. After finishing all tasks with the respective technique, the users completed a questionnaire. (3)
In the third phase, users ranked all tested interaction
techniques with regards to interaction speed, privacy
protection, and general preferences in a second questionnaire. We decided to use a photo sharing scenario
for the user study in order to give the participants a
well-known context for the practical tasks.
Participants were introduced to the practical tasks
they were about to perform. During these, they had to
search and show a number of photos that were stored
on the provided mobile phone to the experimenter. In
total, a set of 69 photos was prepared and stored on
the mobile phone for the user study. These were organized in four photo albums (arts and buildings, winter
holiday, camera roll, and the pre-installed sample photos). They also contained seven special images which
the participants should not disclose to the investigator.
The participants could recognize them easily as this
were black images with a large red cross (see Figure
14). We considered asking the participants to provide
own public and private photos for the study but this
would have been very unrealistic as truly private pictures would not have been chosen by the participants
and further, behavior of the participants would be influenced by di↵erent conditions. Considering that privacy
is a very subtle notion depending on many factors such
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Fig. 14 Photos that were to be considered as private were
represented by black images with a red cross.

as context and audience, this experimental condition
can only simulate a sharing situation. However, it allows comparing the selected interaction techniques in
terms of support to disclose a defined set of images.
In a training phase before the practical tasks, participants had time to familiarize themselves with the
albums. Also, they were told to look up the photos
that were to share in the upcoming tasks, to make sure
that those interaction technique tested first would not
strongly be a↵ected.
In the following, participants were asked to perform
the following sequence of tasks with each interaction
technique. (1) “Please show me your photos of the Eiffel Tower and the Colosseum.” (two photos). (2) “Could
you please show me the photos you took of the train station that was water-flooded lately?” (four photos). (3)
“Last winter we were skiing. Can you show me photos
with me wearing this yellow helmet?” (two photos). (4)
“Could you please add these photos to you phone, so
that you can show them to our other friend?” (three
photos).
A video camera mounted on the ceiling above the interactive surface recorded all sessions for capturing the
interactions of the participants. Also, on the interactive
surface, all events and interactions were logged.
We recruited 16 participants. Seven of them were
female and their average age was 23 years (21–27). The
majority of the participants were students (11 undergraduates, 4 graduates). One participant was an employee. Six of the participants had a computer science
background. The others had a background in humanities or economics.

6 Study Results
All participants used mobile phones with a photo camera for several years. Ten of them used a smartphone as
their personal mobile phone. The participants reported
to store a variety of di↵erent data on their phones such
as music, messages (email, text), calendars, appointments, and photos. In particular, they stored in average
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174 photos (SD = 271) on their phones they brought
with them to the study. These great di↵erences in the
number of stored photos are also reflected by the importance the participants attach to this feature of their
mobile phones. On a five point Likert scale (5 = very
important), they rated the camera feature on average
at 3.51 (SD = 1.40), while four rated it with 1 or 2.
Participants assessed the frequency (5=very often)
of showing photos they have on their mobile phones
to other people with 3.20 (SD = 1.43). Similarly they
rated the frequency how often they share photos with
others (M = 2.51; SD = 1.40). They reported to
use Bluetooth, email, USB cable to PC, Facebook, and
Dropbox channels for sharing photos with others, with
Bluetooth sharing being named most often (6 times).
Ten of the participants stated that they would hand
their phone to other persons in order to show them
certain photos. However, some added that they would
hand their mobile phone only to friends. Four of the participants stated that they would not give their phone
to other persons under any circumstances.
After each trial, participants rated the tested interaction technique using selected questions from the
Nasa Tlx [6]; as questions before on a five point Likert
scale (1 = very low; 5 = very high). Selected questions
for comparison of interaction techniques were: Performance: How successful were you in accomplishing what
you were asked to do? E↵ort: How hard did you have
to work to accomplish your level of performance? Frustration: How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed,
and annoyed were you? Physical demand: How physically demanding was the task? Mental demand: How
mentally demanding was the task?

NASA&TLX&Ques#ons&

Performance"
Eﬀort"
Frustra9on"
Physical"Demand"
Mental"Demand"
1"
Place2Share"

2"
3"
4"
5"
Ra#ng&(1&=&Very&low;&5&=&Very&high)&
Select&Place2Share"

Select&Touch2Share"

Shield&Share"

Fig. 15 Participants’ estimations of the four evaluated interaction techniques based on the Nasa Tlx questions. Bars
show the mean values; error bars indicate standard deviation.
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Using Friendman’s ANOVA we tested for di↵erences
between the techniques (level of significance ↵ = 0.05)
and used Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test with Bonferoni
correction for pairwise comparison where appropriate.
Concerning the perceived level of performance the ratings were significantly di↵erent ( 2 (3) = 20.81). Pairwise comparison showed that participants rated Select&Touch2Share (z = 1.9, p = 0.003) and Select&Place2Share (z = 1.81, p = 0.006) significantly higher
compared to Place2Share. In regards of e↵ort the ratings were found to be significantly di↵erent ( 2 (3) =
15.62).Pairwise comparison showed that the perceived
e↵ort was higher with Place2Share compared to Select&Place2Share (z = 1.54, p = 0.03) and Select&Touch2Share (z = 1.77, p = 0.008). Concerning the perceived frustration level the ratings di↵er significantly
( 2 (3) = 15.50).Pairwise comparison showed that the
frustration level for Place2Share was rated significantly
higher than for Select&Place2Share (z = 1.72, p =
0.01) and Select&Touch2Share (z = 1.45, p = 0.03).
Also, ratings concerning the physical demand di↵ered
significantly ( 2 (3) = 16.35).It appears that the physical demand for using Select&Place2Share was rated significantly lower than Shield&Share (z = 1.45, p = 0.04)
and Place2Share (z = 1.9, p = 0.003). Ratings for the
perceived mental demand di↵er significantly ( 2 (3) =
18.66).Pairwise comparison showed that Place2Share
was rated to be significantly more mentally demanding as Select&Touch2Share (z = 1.86, p = 0.004) and
Select&Place2Share (z = 1.9, p = 0.003).
These results show (see Figure 15) that Place2Share
was consistently rated worst (e.g., least performance,
highest e↵ort etc). Main reason was a delay caused by
the demand to render the 69 images after placing the
phone on the surface. Furthermore, participants had to
browse and search for the pictures which were spilled on
the surface. Also, the phone was perceived as disturbing
lying on the surface together with such a large number
of photos.
Further, the results indicate that Shield&Share required a higher e↵ort, caused more frustration as well
as a higher physical and mental demand compared to
Select&Place2Share and Select&Touch2Share. One reason was the setup of the connection between phone and
surface, which did not always work on the first attempt.
Second, holding the connection between phone and surface was perceived as exhausting as users could not
move the phone without risking disconnecting phone
and surface. In addition, Shield&Share allowed users to
interact with only one hand. Select&Place2Share and
Select&Touch2Share received the best results in terms
of performance, e↵ort, frustration, physical demand,
and mental demand.
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Fig. 16 Task completion times of the four interaction techniques.

For each interaction technique, participants rated
how time consuming they felt the interaction technique
was and how much the corresponding technique caused
interruptions in the flow of interactions (5=very much).
The results indicate a tendency that Select&Place2Share was perceived as the fastest interaction technique
(M = 1.98; SD = 1.16). Select&Touch2Share was rated
with an average of 2.75 (SD = 0.95) and Shield&Share with 3.0 (SD = 0.81). Place2Share was rated as
the most time consuming technique (M = 3.25; SD =
1.70).
The feedback from the participants match the results from the measured task completion times. Figure 16 shows the mean task completion times of the
di↵erent interaction techniques. A repeated measures
ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined that the di↵erence in mean task completion time
was statistically significant (at a significance level of
↵ = 0.05) for the four tested interaction techniques
(F (1.50, 22.52) = 16.33, p < 0.001). Pairwise comparing through post-hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction reveals that the mean task completion time using
the interaction technique Select&Place2Share is significantly shorter than with Place2Share p = 0.005). Also,
Select&Touch2Share allows for significantly faster interaction times than Place2Share (p = 0.002). Yet, interaction with Shield&Share was not significantly faster
as with Place2Share (p = 0.217). The di↵erence between the two fastest techniques, Select&Place2Share
and Select&Touch2Share, is not significant (p = 0.09).
However, Select&Place2Share (p = 0.008) and Select&Touch2Share (p = 0.001) are both significantly faster
than Shield&Share.
After completing the practical tasks, the participants ranked the four tested interaction techniques regarding which technique they considered as the fastest
one in direct comparison to the others. They gave four
points for the best and one point for the least preferred interaction technique. The best average score was
reached by Select&Place2Share (3.44 points), followed

by Select&Touch2Share with 3.25 points. Shield&Share
reached a score of 1.69 and Place2Share a score of 1.63
points.
Participants ranked on average Select&Touch2Share
(3.50 points) and Select&Place2Share (3.44 points) as
the best techniques for hiding private photos when sharing with other people. Shield&Share reached a score of
2.06 points in this ranking and Place2Share only 1.00,
which means that all participants ranked this technique
to be the least suitable for protecting their privacy. Further, we asked the participants to rank the techniques
regarding their suitability to be used for sharing single
photos. The majority ranked Select&Touch2Share as
the best technique (in average 3.44 points) and Place2Share as the least suitable technique (1.06 points).
Select&Place2Share and Shield&Share scored 2.75 and
2.13 points.
The ranking results of the interaction techniques’
ability to support sharing of several photos in a sequence are more diverse. Select&Place2Share (in average 3.44 points) and Select&Touch2Share (2.75 points)
were ranked as the best techniques. While Place2Share
reached 2.13 points Shield&Share received 1.69 points
in this ranking.
Usability and Ease of Use. Participants gave diverse
feedback regarding how well the interaction techniques
supported them in sharing photos on the surface. For instance, several participants stated that they liked how
easy it is to transmit photos to the surface when using Place2Share. One participant stated “I like that
you don’t need to configure anything before sharing images”. Another pointed out that it is positive that “you
can see all images on the surface right away”. On the
other hand, other feedback indicates issues of Place2Share: “It takes long until all photos are uploaded to
the surface”. In fact, it took around 5 seconds until
all images were displayed on the surface. In practice,
Place2Share would su↵er from additional delays as all
the images have to be transferred (e.g., via Bluetooth
or Wi-Fi) between the devices once the phone is placed
on the surface. Additionally, it was commented that
“it is hard to find a specific photo amongst the others on the surface”. One participant even pointed out
that “after searching all the photos on the surface, my
finger was burning”. Also several participants criticized
the fact that uploading all photos to the surface causes
the screen to be cluttered.
Participants indicated that they liked the high-resolution preview on the phone screen when using Shield&Share. Also the navigation through the photo albums
using the controls on the surface were perceived as positive as well as the sharing and collecting of photos
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Fig. 17 Participant using Shield&Share. The hand holding
the phone is interfering with the interacting hand.

through dragging them out of (or into) the thumbnail
bar onto the surface area. One participant highlighted
that “this technique is great for sharing several photos
spontaneously as I can make a selection and drag the
photo on the surface”. On the other hand, participants
criticized that it was burdensome and tiring to hold
the phone constantly in one hand. Some indicated that
they did not like the low-resolution thumbnails on the
surface so they often had to use the preview function
on the phone screen. One major issue that came up is
that the hand holding the phone can interfere with the
interacting hand, see Figure 17.
Concerning Select&Touch2Share, participants highlighted that they liked that the selection of the photos
to share is done while the phone is in the hand of the
user. They indicated that is was easy to share and to
pick up photos from the surface. One participant stated
“it is fast and the phone does not occlude on the surface”. On the downside, one participant criticized that
this technique requires touching the surface often with
the phone which might damage the phone over time.
Also, one participant criticized that “holding the phone
in the hand all the time is positive but also a problem
at the same time”, indicating that only one hand is
available for interacting with the photos on the surface.
Participants pointed out that it is positive that Select&Place2Share allows the selection of photos to share
before the phone is placed on the surface. They also
appreciated having two hands available for interacting with the photos on the surface. One participant
reported that “it is great that one can easily add photos from the surface to the phone”, also applying to
Place2Share which follows the same approach.
Privacy Support. Participants also gave rich feedback
concerning the ability of each interaction technique to
support the user protecting their privacy. With respect
to Place2Share, participants gave exclusively negative
feedback. For instance, one participant stated “photos
that I did not intend to share were visible on the surface
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and others knew how many photos I have stored on my
phone”. Several participants indicated that they were
missing a means for showing and sharing only selected
photos.
Participants appreciated the ability of Shield&Share
to protect the user’s privacy. For instance, one participant stated that “the low resolution thumbnails on the
surface do not really reveal private information”. They
also highlighted that the preview on the phone screen
allows for private access to photos. On the other hand,
other participants criticized that the thumbnails can be
seen by other users that are standing very close by. For
instance, one participant criticized that “people standing around can see thumbnails of my private data easily”. On the other hand, another participant stated that
“the thumbnails in the menu bar are very blurry. I often had to use the preview on the phone to check what
photo it actually was”.
Participants mentioned regarding Select&Touch2Share that it is great that the selection of photos is
done in private while the phone is held in the hand.
One participant stated “it was easy and fast to use.
Others cannot see how many photos I have stored on
my phone and I could decide whether I share one or
more photos at a time” and “this technique is ideal for
selecting specific photos from a set of personal photos”.
Concerning the e↵ectiveness of Select&Touch2Share to
support the user’s privacy one participant pointed out
that “private photos are not revealed to others at all. I
can check my selection before I transmit the photos to
the surface”. The feedback concerning Select&Place2Share contained similar aspects. Users liked the selection of photos beforehand and the good privacy protection support. However, they pointed out that it is a
problem when placing the phone on the surface when a
photo album containing private photos is visible on the
phone: “you have to be careful that the public folder
is visible on the phone when placing it on the surface.
Otherwise private photos can be visible to others”. This
aspect was not considered in the implementation but
could be fixed easily. For example, the screen could be
turned o↵ automatically as the phone is placed on the
surface. With respect to how e↵ective Select&Place2Share supports the user’s privacy, users stated that
they liked the “silent” selection of photos that is made
in private. However, one user criticized that using Select&Place2Share would not support to share several
photos after another: “using this technique it makes
more sense to select all photos that you want to share
otherwise you have to pick up the phone each time you
want to share additional photos”.
Most of the participants indicated with their feedback that they were aware of privacy issues in the con-
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text of photo sharing and that privacy is important to
them. For instance, one participant stated “if I could
not hide my private photos, I would not share any”. In
addition, participants pointed out that sharing selected
photos is more usable: “it is very annoying to search on
the surface for certain photos!”
7 Discussion and Conclusion
Interactive surfaces are great devices for collaborative
work as multiple users can view and interact with contents simultaneously. For personalization, personal devices such as mobile phones can be integrated enabling
seamless access to personal data. Users can then easily
share and exchange photos, contacts, and other kinds of
data or files. However, users often store large amounts
of data on their personal mobile devices. Considerable
parts of the data can be regarded private and even
highly sensitive, for instance, specific pictures, text messages, or notes. Therefore, interaction techniques for
sharing and exchanging data from the personal mobile
phone need to support the users and protect their privacy. That is, they need to be privacy respecting.
An increasing number of social networks enable users
to share their photos with their friends and communities. For instance, Facebook or Twitter support quick
sharing of photos through di↵erent mobile application.
Vice versa, users have access to a constantly growing
amount of photos that were uploaded by their contacts.
When accessing photos from social network sources for
sharing them in a face-to-face context from the mobile
phone on an interactive surface, users require even more
e↵ective means for selecting which photos are displayed
on the shared interactive surface. The main di↵erence
to accessing photos stored on the personal device is that
users cannot control which data is shared and appears
in the stream of photos. As a result, the amount of
shared photos that are potentially irrelevant in the current sharing situation increases. Also, photos that are
not appropriate in the current situation could be uploaded to the social network media streams. Therefore,
when accessing photos from social networks and sharing them with present persons, users benefit from means
provided by the presented interaction techniques that
allow users to select which data they want to disclose.
The necessity of filtering data in the context of social
networks is reflected, for instance, by the concept of
Circles in Google+.
In this work, we investigated three interaction techniques (Select&Place2Share, Select&Touch2Share, and
Shield&Share) which allow users to select and control
which data they share with others on an interactive surface and thus support users to protect their privacy. In
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addition, we considered the interaction technique Place2Share that has been reported and demonstrated previously, which enables straightforward data sharing but
does not provide any kind of privacy support.

P2S
SP2S
ST2S
S&S

Item Selection
Time

Location
phone

of

—
Before
Before
During

On surface
On surface
In hand
In hand & on
surface

Sequential
Sharing

+
++

Table 1 Comparison of sharing interaction techniques Select&Place2Share (P2S), Select&Place2Share (SP2S), Select&Touch2Share (ST2S), and Shield&Share (S&S)

These interaction techniques di↵er in particular regarding the time of data selection, the phone location
during interaction, and to what extend they support
users in sharing multiple data items sequentially one
after another (see Table 1). Place2Share does not support selecting items for sharing and due to the phone
being placed on the surface, interaction with the phone
is difficult to perform. Accordingly, sequential sharing
of di↵erent data items is only possible in terms of pointing out di↵erent items. Yet, all items are transferred at
the same time. However, this technique can be suited
in application context where the data items that are to
be shared is determined through additional logic. For
instance, in a card game context (see [3]), the mobile
phone could be used for displaying the user’s cards. For
showing the cards to other players, the phone could
simply placed on the shared surface and corresponding cards are displayed around the phone. However,
this technique appears to be not suitable in application
contexts in which no logic can determine the selection
of items, which will be disclosed. Hence, Select&Place2Share is better suited in application contexts when
large numbers of potential items are available such as
the case of photo collections. Yet, this technique requires, as the previous, to place the phone on the surface, which makes it difficult to interact with the phone.
For instance, when selecting additional items for sharing them on the surface. Therefore, the technique Select&Touch2Share, which allows the users to keep the
mobile phone in her hand throughout the interaction
is more suited for application scenarios, in which users
share multiple items sequentially as it might be the case
when for instance, giving report on a journey. In contract to the previous techniques, Shield&Share allows
making the selection continuously as the user holds on
the phone that is touching the surface. On the down-
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side, one hand of the user is constantly blocked for interaction which might result in fatigue. Hence, mobile
phones that are equipped with a stand (e.g., the HTC
HD7) which allows the phone to remain in an upright
position without the user’s help, are potentially more
suited. This would enable not only sharing items such
as photos but also applications such as giving presentations to customers sitting around an interactive surface.
We evaluated these four interaction techniques in
a comparative user study. In particular we focused on
how users perceived the tested interaction techniques
in terms of interaction speed, usability, and in particular how well each of the techniques supports users to
disclose only specific selected photos.
The main findings from the evaluation are that (1)
users prefer interaction techniques that enable making
a selection of what data are to be shared. (2) Users
prefer selecting the data before an interaction with the
interactive surface starts. (3) The ability to easily share
several photos in a sequence and not all at the same
time is important to users. The interaction techniques
Select&Place2Share and Select&Touch2Share allowed
participants in our study with 16 participants to perform significantly faster compared with Shield&Share
and Place2Share. Select&Touch2Share requires users to
often touch the surface with their mobile phone, which
was reported to be something they would not like to
do too often with their own mobile phones. Therefore,
Select&Place2Share can be seen as a suitable alternative as it supports protecting privacy at a similar level.
Shield&Share turned out to be hard to use and tiring
because users had to hold the phone constantly with one
hand while performing the interaction with the other.
We can conclude that Shield&Share is not ideal in the
setting as applied in the user study, yet it could have
a positive impact in other areas of application such as
gaming.
In this work, the implementation and evaluation focused on sharing of photos as one example. As di↵erent kinds of data place di↵erent demands in terms of
privacy and access rights, we are planning to consider
how other kinds of data (e.g., documents, calendars, or
contacts) a↵ect the way how users want to share them
with others using surfaces. For instance, when arranging a meeting using an interactive surface, it is likely
that users do not want to display all their calendar entries on the surface. Based on the given situation and
context, users should be able to control what information is displayed and at what level of detail. It is open
to question if users would prefer to disclose available
time slots visualized on the surface, or if only selected
appointments should transferred to the surface.
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